Blueberry Baskets and Pies

Construct a basket or a blueberry pie using paper and paint!

Materials Needed:
Paper (tan or brown construction paper works well), paper in contrasting color for strips, blue finger paint (or blue marker or crayon), glue, scissors.

Instructions:

Step 1: For a pie, cut a circle from brown or tan paper. For a basket, cut a half circle, and glue it onto white paper.

Step 2: Cut paper strips and trim to fit. Glue strips on your pie or basket shape.

Step 3: Finger paint or draw blueberries on top of the basket or on the pie!

Think and Discuss:
Have you ever gone berry picking? What berries have you collected, or would like to collect?

What other foods could you make with berries? Which one(s) are your favorites?